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PRINCIPLES OF THE FIFTH ORDER TUNING

OF BEAM EXPANDERS

F. MEOT and T. ANEEL
CEA/DSM/GECA/GT

LaboratoireNationalSATURNE, CEA-Saclay
F-91191 Gif-sur-Yvette Cedex, France

Abstract

An analytical treatment of the third and fifth order optics of beam expanders is described, which
allows precise tuning of the optical elements of the beam line, and efficient optimization of the beam
uniformization at the extended target. An application to a two-dimensional expander is given as an
illustration.

1. INTRODUCTION

In a previous report [1] we gave an analytical treatment of the uniformization of
transverse beam densities by an octupole lens [2], in terms of the transport of random variables
(r.v.) and their probability density functions (p.d.f.). A very basic optical scheme was
considered, built up of two straight sections on both sides of the lens. The method was applied
to evaluate the effect of an additive dodecapole component.

We now address the more realistic configuration where the lens is preceded and
followed by regular first order imaging optics. With the help of ref. [1] we derive the
mathematical formulation of the transport and uniformization, and the expressions for the
tuning of the octupole and the dodecapole strengths w.r.t. the dimensions and uniformization
of the extended beam footprint at the target.

The study is illustrated by its application to the design of a two-dimensional beam
expander [3].
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2. FIFTH ORDER BEAM TRANSPORT

We refer to the scheme of Fig. 1. The first order transport on the left hand side of the
non-linear lens is noted in the matrix form

L l l L12
L21 L22

yo

to
(1)

where (yo,to) [respectively (yi,ti)] are the phase space co-ordinates at the object (respectively
at the left end of the lens), while the transport on the right hand side of the lens writes

R l l R12
R21 R22J +2

(2)

where (y2,t2) [respectively (y,t)] are the phase space co-ordinates at the right end of the lens
(respectively at the extended target).

Finally, we note

'T T
"Ml -M2

2

T T
(3)

the total transfer matrix, from the object to the target. Now, the third + fifth order kick
undergone in the combined octupole + dodecapole with respective integrated strengths KL and
DL treated as a thin lens, leads to

Y2 yi
(4)

ends,
Combining these equations gives the following relationship between both expander

(RnLu + Rl2L2l)y0 +(RULU + Rl2L22)t0

- KLRl2(Luy0 + Lntoy
5

(R2lL

- DLR]2(Luy0 + Ll2t0)
5

R22L21)y0 + (RziLn
 + -̂ 22-̂

- KLR22(LuyQ + Lnt0)
3

- DLR22(Luy0 + LMS

(5)

Introducing the transfer coefficients of first order Ty (eq. 3), third order Ty^ (due to the
octupole) and fifth order Tŷ mn (due to the dodecapole), eq. (5) can be developed in the usual
notation
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"*• •'•1222^0 + -*• 111111 y 0 "*"••• -"^"Tj22222 u0

22*0 + -^iilYo + -*• 2112 y 0 ^ 0 + -^^Yo^O + •'•2222*0 + T 2 n n ,y 0 + . . . ,+T 2 2 2 2 2 2 t 0
' " V J

(6)

and the coefficients Ty^ and Tŷ mn can be expressed in terms of the Ly, Ry and Ty coefficients
and the octupole and dodecapole strengths KL and DL by comparison with eq. (5).

Now, let the beam at the object be described by its ellipse frontier (fig. 2)

- f (7)

p(Po, a0 and yo = -^p- are the optical functions at the object, s is the surface of the ellipse). We

next assume that the beam ellipse is thin enough that its population is amenable to the linear
regression

yo = roto (8)

[It can be shown (App. 1) that the regression coefficient r0 is close to

-sign(ao)-^/Po /yo « -(3Q /CLQ in the case of a sufficiently flat ellipse]. This is not a very

restrictive hypothesis and mostly a matter that PoYo » 1 (fig- 2), which is normally the case
close upstream the octupole in a beam expander, as will be illustrated in the next section.
However eq. (8) is an approximation of the backward transport by the (linear) focusing optics,
of the similar relationship at the entrance of the lens, where the co-ordinates do verify yi = t\t\
(ri « -Pi/ai) with a strong correlation (this is a condition necessary for getting a steplike
footprint at target).

In this hypothesis, the co-ordinates at the target (eq. 5) write

(9)
Mi + Tl2)t0 -KLRl2(r0Lu + Ll2)

3t3
0 -DLR n ( r 0 L n + Ll2)

5t5
0

(r0T2l+T22)t0-KLR22(r0Lu+Ln)
3t3

0-DLR22(r0Lu+Ll2yt5
0j

3. TUNING OF THE OCTUPOLE

We first consider the octupole alone (DL = 0).

The form of the equation that relates the r.v. y at target to the r.v. to at the object,
namely (eq. 9),

y = \to+ytl (10)

[X = r0Tn+Ti2 , u =-KLR12 (r0La+L12)3]
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which then gives

4 1

(10")

and conversely, for a fixed footprint size

27 sincp
(17")

where oti, pi (respectively a, P) are the optical functions at the octupole (respectively, at the
target) and cp is the betatron phase advance from the octupole to the target.

Now, from the knowledge of yM and to,M , A, and \x are fixed (eqs. 14,15), thus (p is also

and therefore the only way to decrease KL is to reduce the ratio P / P i , i.e., put the octupole

lens at the highest Pi value (presumably close to a converging quadrupole).

4. APPLICATION

The formulations developed above have been used to optimize the beam line and
compute the octupole strengths in the two-dimensional beam expander schemed in fig. 4 [3].

The two octupoles are placed at positions where the p functions are alternately large in
one plane (that to be distorted) and minimum in the other, for the purpose of full decoupling of
the tuning of the x and z sizes of the beam footprint at target. Thanks to this decoupling, the
formulations of the previous sections are applicable independently to both the x-plane octupole
(the right hand one on fig. 4) and the z-plane octupole (the left-hand one).

The numerical values of the left-hand [L] and right-hand [R] transfer matrices of eqs.
(1-3) and fig. 1 are, for the x plane, from the line ends to the center of the long octupole,

M* =

Wx"

Ln
L21

R21

L12
L 2 2 .

^ 2 2 .

X

X

-17.40 1.46'

-1.81 0.095

-17.89 309.06

-1.09 18.74

(20)

and, for the z plane
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Lll

L21

RiT
R2.1

Ll2~
L 2 2 .

R 1 2
R 2 2 .

z

z

-5.68

-1.55

-69.85

-4.59

7.21

1.79

162.58"

10.68

(21)

From these the Ty- of the total transfer matrix [T] = [R][L] derive,

"144.8 -212.1-248.4

-15.01

3.077

0.182
[T]z = 9.54 -14.0

(22)

These first order focusing parameters fulfil the condition that the r.m.s. value ay (y

stands for x or z) at target verifies a y « T Y M ' which is equivalent to the necessary condition

to.M = ^OCYM) * t a t 0 f° r a gaussian distribution as mentioned in section 3. Practically, the fine

tuning of ay is performed with the last four quadrupoles of the line, once the waists/large-J3
values at the octupoles have been fixed.

Now, a 0.8 x 0.8 m2 footprint at targetis required (exactly, xM = ZM = 0.377 m in order
to account for the remaining slight blurring of the boundaries), which leads to the pole-tip field

values B3 and Bf in the x and z octupoles respectively, after eq. (17) with L = 0.6 m, a = 0.1

m and Bp = 4.48 T.m (700 MeV proton beam),

Bf = + 0.09 and Bi = -0 .6T (23)

The geometrical representations of the relationship eq. (10) (as schemed in fig. 3) for
both planes x and z, with [consistant with eqs. (14,15)]

and = 297, uz = -27.3 106X« =-261.8, nx= 18.7 10s

are plotted in fig. 5.

These figures are precisely those involved in the following numerical simulation.

40 000 particles have been ray-traced [4] through the optical set up schemed in fig. 4,

with the starting conditions displayed in fig. 6 (xo and x'o gaussian with a x = 1.22 10" m,

ax.o =0.99 10"3 rad, zo and z'o gaussian with GZQ =3.4510"3m, GZ.Q =0.9610"3 rad).

These are amenable to the regression of eq. (8) with rx = 1.070 and rz = 3.575 (App. 1).

For comparison with fig. 5, statistical plots of the position r.v. x(x'o) and z(z'o) at target
are given in fig. 7. The histograms of the footprint at target (fig. 8) allow to judge of the
legitimacy of the linear regression (eq. 8). This is also what indicates the calculation of the

CEA/DSM/GECA/GT/95-06



correlation coefficients (App. 1) which in the present case are respectively p x =0.869 and

p z = 0.983 for the x and z planes. However, the looseness of their boundaries at ± VM (= ±

XM, ± ZM) can be interpreted in terms of the effect of the looseness of the correlation yi =
riti at the octupole. This convolution process is addressed in detail in ref. [1].

All the details concerning this numerical simulation can be found in Ref. [3].

5. TUNING OF THE DODECAPOLE

When both the octupole and dodecapole components are switched on, the equation that
relates the r.v. y (position at target) and to (starting angle) takes the form (eq. 9)

(24)
[v =-DLRn(r0Lu + Ln

and the coefficients ji and v are tuned respectively, and practically independently of each other,
by the octupole and dodecapole strengths. This is illustrated in Fig. 5 which shows the
geometrical representation of eq. (24) in the case of the numerical application discussed in
sections 4,6 ; it can be observed that the fifth order distortion affects but weakly the footprint
limit yM determined beforehand by the octupole distortion, whose coefficient u is therefore still
given by eq. (10 or 15). This independency is consistent with the expected independency of
higher order transport coefficients w.r.t. lower order ones.

The principle of the uniformization improvement by the dodecapole component is
schemed in fig. 9. Necessary conditions for the fourfold distortion are

\v>0 and ^ u. < 0 (25)

while the local extremum at (y^ , to,jvr) should stand in the range -|VM| < VM- < \yu\, which is
realized iff (App. 2)

* l ^ (26)< J t v < ,
5 20

Thus, given an adequate p.d.f. f(to) of the incoming r.v. to (say, bell-shaped) the effect
of the additive folding at (VM , to>r) is an increase of the p.d.f. at target g(y) in the inner
depressions next to the boundary peaks.

In the case where eq. (24) has at maximum three real roots as schemed in fig. 9 (in this
case, VMYM1 > 0), the p.d.f. at target in the footprint range (-|VM| < y < |VM|) is given by (after
ref. [1])

(27)

, 00] / * + 3 < 00 + 5vt0
4,,. (y) if \y\ < \yM,

CEA/DSM/GECAJGT/95-06



g(y) = / K i Cv)] /V + 3< 00 + 5<> O0| '/ M

where to,i are the roots of eq. (24) in the range of concern.

The second equation above is also the form that provides the distribution outside the
footprint, with to,i(y) being in this case the (unique) root of eq. (24) in the tail regions |y| > |VM .

These considerations on the calculation of the density g(y) at target can be generalized
to the case where eq. (24) has up to five real roots (that is, if yMyivr < 0).

A relevant starting point for the tuning of the dodecapole is to distort at say, y^ = 0,
which is equivalent to

X v = u2/4 (28)

and leads to (eq. 10)

H _(KLfRn{r0Lu+LnY

4X 4(r0Tu+Tl2)

By identification with eq. (24), this gives the dodecapole integrated strength

JBsL)_ (KLf Rn(r0Lu + Ll2)
WBp) 4(rJu+Tn)

with B5 = dodecapole field component at pole-tip, L = lens length, a = radius at pole-tip,
Bp = rigidity.

6. APPLICATION (CONTINUED)

We now again consider the set up tuned to third order as described in section 4.
Introducing the numerical values of eqs. (20-23) in eq. (30) for both the x and z planes, we get
as starting values (giving XM- and ZM> = 0)

Bf = -0.055 T and Bf = 0.844 T (31)

given L = 0.6 m, a = 0.1 m, Bp = 4.48 T.m. The corresponding fifth order coefficients (eq.
24) thus take the respective values

vx=-3.33.10U and v z = 6.28.10U (32)

leading to the geometrical representation schemed in fig. 5. For comparison a statistical plot of
the position r.v. z(z'o) at target is given in fig. 10, obtained from the launching of 20 000
particles through the optical structure (fig. 4) with an optimized, slightly stronger value of the
field, B5

Z « 1 T (giving vz = 7.44 1011 and ZM- « 0.6 zM).
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The vertical histogram of the resulting footprint at target from 40 000 trajectories is
given in fig. 11. The two main effects of the dodecapole distortion are as expected : a slight
drift of the frontier VM towards 0.4 m (in agreement with fig. 5) and a damping of the peaks.

7. TRANSVERSE TAIL DISTRIBUTIONS

The equations (10) and (24) that describe respectively the third and fifth order
distorsions both are monotonic beyond + VM, and thus the p.d.f. relate by the simplified
expressions explicited in eqs. (11,27),

g5(y)=f(t0)/

(octupole alone)

(octupole + dodecapole)

By integration, these provide the population AN in the tails in an arbitrary range
y z[Y)\yM\,cc[,

AN3(y:Y->oo)=N0 ndtp

to(Y)

AN5(y:Y->a0 = dt.

(octupole alone)

(34)

(octupole + dodecapole)

The calculation of the roots to(y) is straightforward in the third order case [1]. In the
fifth order case, it can be computed fast by for instance Taylor expansion of to(y) around the
approximate (asymptotic) solution (y/v)1/5.

A possible application is in the determination of the transverse aperture of the optical
elements of the beam line downstream the non-linear lenses, particularly valuable in the case of
high intensity LINAC installations, where the irradiation amounts are of strong concern. In
such case, given a loss AN/N0, the integrals (eq. 34) provide the required aperture Y(u)
[respectively Y(v)], with u (resp. v) varying along the beam line according to eq. (10) [resp.
eq. (24)].

CEA/DSM/GECA/GT/95-06 10



8. CONCLUSIONS

This report presents a detailed method based on classical optics, for the third and fifth
order tuning of beam expanders. The method can be applied to arbitrary higher orders, though
this may actually not be relevant from a technological view point. It allows the calculation of
the three coefficients X, \x and v that describe the fifth order distorsion (fig. 5)

y = Xt0 + yx3
o + vt

(y = position at target, to = starting angle), and the calculation of the octupole and dodecapole
strengths that respectively provide u and v. Analytical expressions are derived for X, u and v in
the case of an incoming gaussian random variable (yo, to). It is shown how the p.d.f. at target
g(y) can be calculated from the incoming p.d.f. f(to).

A treatment of the transverse distribution tails is introduced, valuable for determining
the transverse aperture of the optical elements downstream the non-linear lenses, or for loss
estimates, in high intensity LINAC installations.

However, in the case the incoming r.v. (yo, to) obeys an arbitrary probability density
function, an optimization is necessary for determining the best value to,M of the third order
folding angle (fig. 9), given the footprint confinement ± VM, which translates in an optimization
of the values of A- and u. From these last, the value of v providing improved uniformization is
to be determined, which in turn reacts slightly on VM. In this respect, the analytical methods
presented here provide the material for building up a software optimizer, which actually is
under development and will be subject to further publication.

CEA/DSM/GECA/GT/95-06 11



APPENDIX 1

The linear regression y = it in phase space co-ordinates (r = regression coefficient,
y = position r.v, t = angle r.v) is discussed.

The population {(y;,ti), i = 1,N particles} is spreaded in the (y,t) phase-space following
a two-dimensional probability density whose frontier is usually written (fig. 2)

yy2 +2ayt + (3t2 = —
71

with y = (l+a2)/p and s = surface of the ellipse. If (3y » 1 the ellipse is thin enough that the
regression y = it can be attempted. This seems well suited for the initial phase spaces (xo, x'o)
and (zo,z'o) (fig. 6), while the proportionality is obvious in the final phase-spaces (x,x'), (z,z') at
the target. In the latter case, the regression coefficient is r « -p / a . In the former case, it can
be estimated from the best approximation of y from t, that is

y t
• = p —

ay at

N

• i , • rr • covariance (y,t) :_i , , ,
with p = correlation coefficient = - — - = — and c y and crt are the r.m.s.

values.

For example, with the initial phase space distributions of fig. 6 at the entrance of the
expander, one gets

• for the (xo,x'o) plane

p x =0.8688, c x =0.1220.10"2m, o - = 0.9927.10~3rad and hence, Xo « 1.070 XA

• and for the (zo, z'o) plane

pZo =0.9834, aZo = 0.3420.10"2m, oz- = 0.9564.10~3rad and hence, z0 « 3.575 z'o

a z

In this last case, in correlation with p 7 « 1 it appears that p 7 — - X J?>7 ly7 (with

a 2 a 2

p , = — = 2.4736 m/rad and y z = — = 1.6295 rad/m).
^ s z I % ° s z /TC

CEA/DSM/GECA/GT/95-06 12



APPENDIX 2

Here we develop some calculation that define a range of variation for the parameter v.
The bounds of the range are defined by the conditions

-|y(tM)| < y(W) < |y(tM)|

Outside this range the increase of the density due to the dodecapole component would
take place beyond the peaks of the distribution due to the octupole component (i.e., on the tails
of the distribution) (see figure 9).

Consider the bounds y(tjvr) = sy(tjvi) (s = + 1), i.e.,

+ tM.) + u(st3M + 4 ) + v(st5M + t5M,) = 0

writing
£tL + 4 = (stM + tM,)(4 -stMtM, +t2M,)

£ 4 + 4 = (stM +tM,)(4 - s t M 4 + t L 4 - s 4 t M + C

we find
x+ja(t^, - stMtM, + 4 ) + v(4 - stM4 + 4 4 . - s4tM, + 4 ) = o

tM and tw are solutions of the second order equation in t2, y'(t) = X+3 ut2 + 5vt4 = 0,
and verify :

fe+4 =-3|J./5v
(A2.1)

I tMtM1 = A,/!>V ( A V > 0)

and
t4 _ s t t3 +t 2t2 - s t 3 t +t4 =(t2 + t M 2 - t 2 t 2 - s t t ft2 + t

M

so

\5v

Finally, we find the two bounds:

^ v 1 3 ± 5 *u Xv 9 , t . ... t t ,
—Y , the upper one — = — corresponds to the condition tM = t^ as can be

derived directly from equation (A2.1). The range can be rewritten as

20
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OBJECT

Focusing

Optics

\y\

t

OCTUPOLE
DODECAPOLE

TARGET

[L] [R]

Oessme par Ph. HRROY

L.N.S. SSAP - 09/95

Fig. 1 - A scheme of expander optics, and notations used in the text. The first order optical transport
forms an image of the object (left end of the line) onto the target (right end of the line). The octupole
serves for the confinement and uniformization of the beam transverse p.d.f., its effect is assumed to be a

third order kick t2 - tj = KL y i (KL = integrated strength). The dodecapole improves the uniformity of

the p.d.f. of the footprint at target; the additive kick is t2-ti = DLyf (DL = integrated strength).
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y

m a x =

int =

Beam
Centroid

Fig. 2 - Phase space representation of the beam ellipse frontier

+ 2a0y0 t0

1+a2

°
1+a

The ellipse surface is s, p0, a0 and y0 = o ° are the optical functions. If PoYo » 1, the ellipse
Po

squeezes and the beam particle co-ordinates are amenable with good correlation to the regression
y0 = r0to (App. 1).
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f(tQ) ,at the object

Fig. 3 - A scheme of y(to) = Xto + p.tj) in the case of a negative discriminant Q = U^J + \4A , and its

p.d.f. g(y) at the target. The three real roots to,i-3 are in the range to(|y| < YM)- For illustration, we
consider an incoming bell-shaped p.d.f. f(to). This p.d.f. is the marginal law (or projection onto the to

axis) of a two-dimensional p.d.f. h(y, to) = h(^y + to ) along the curve y(to). The strong boundary
peaks in dN(y) = g(y)dy at the target build up mostly from the projection onto the y axis, of the density
distribution h(y,to) in the region of the double root (yu, to(yu)) [!]•
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BEAM ENVELOPES 2nd
MeV
MV

6.08OEO7
6.000E-07
.QOOE+00

-.2000 1

-.3000 L

0 10 15 20 25 30 35

Fig. 4 - Beam envelopes in the two-dimensional expander, for 700 MeV protons with r.m.s. beam
S S —7

— = — = 6.10 m.rad [21. The optical functions are, at the entrance,
71 71 r

emittances

PXo =2.474m/rad, aXo =-1.741, PZo = 19.79 m/rad, aZ(j =-5 .444 and at the exit,

Px = Pz = 1.5 105 m/rad, Ox = -9.065 103, ccz = -9.893 103. The left-hand (respectively right-hand)
octupole acts on the z (respectively x) transverse p.d.f., and is placed at an x (respectively z) waist for
the purpose of full decoupling of the uniformizations in the x and z planes. Both octupoles are
surrounded by series of quadrupoles that serve for first order imaging from the object (left end) to the
target (right end of the line). Aiming at a uniformized square footprint at target of size 2xM x 2zM, from
an incoming gaussian object, the adequate first order focusing onto the target should provide [1] r.m.s.

image sizes G x « -J and az « \

CEA/DSM/GECA/GT/95-06 18



Horizontal, octupole+dodecapole
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*x+18.7e^

i i

/ / \

/
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kx**3-3.33e11
i i

i

i

1 " / ' •

\ / ' ' \

1 1 1 \

-0.008 -0.006 -0.004 -0.002 0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008
Vertical, octupole+dodecapole

0.4 -

0.2 -

0 -

-0.2 -

-0.4 -

. • \

1

1

1
\

\

\

' \ \ /
/ \ \ /

i \ \ /

\ \ /

I \ \ /

/ v \7
/ 297*x-27

1 I 1 1

i i ; i
1
1

/ \ \ '

/ \ ^ 1
1 . 1 xx. —

297*x-27.Be6*x**3
.3e6*x**3+6.28fe11*x**5 — -

i ¥ i

-0.008 -0.006 -0.004 -0.002 0 0.002 0.004 0.006 0.008
to (rad)

Fig. 5 - Geometrical representation of the relations y = Xt0 + (itg (solid line) and y = Xt0 + jatg + vto
(dashed Une) at the target, for the horizontal uniformization with X* = -261.8, JIX = 18.7 106 and
vx = -3.33 10n (upper graph), and for the vertical uniformization with Xz = 297, \iz = -27.3 10s and
vz = 6.28 10u (lower graph).
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Fig. 6 - Phase space distributions at the object used as the initial conditions for ray-tracing in the 2D

beam expander. The optical functions are a) x plane : (3Xo = 2.474 m/rad, aXo = -1.741 rad/m, b) z

plane : (3Z =19.79 m/rad, a = -5.444 rad/m. Both statistical sets are assumed to be amenable to

the regression y = rt (y,t stand respectively for x,x' and z,z'), that supposes PoYo » 1 with, namely,
r = 1.070, rz = 3.575, (App. 1). The solid line represents the 4CT frontier of the distribution
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Fig. 7 - For comparison with the theoretical representation of fig. 5 : a plot of the statistical positions
x(x'o) (upper graph) and z(z'o) (lower graph) at target, given random starting r.v. (xo, x'o) and (z0, z'o) as

schemed in fig. 6, except for ^ . = -̂ - = 12 10~7 m.rad (instead of 6 10"7, for better evidence of the

distortion).
The solid lines are in fact dense sets of dots representing those particle which leave the object

with y0 = ± cfyo ; these sets obey eq. (10) and clearly show that the to-spreading of the plot is correlated
to the non-zero y0 distribution.
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Fig. 8 - a) 0.4 x 0.4 m2 square footprint at the target, obtained with the octupole field values
Bf = 0.09 T and B3 = -0.6 T as calculated from eq. (17) with xM = zM = 0.377 m, given the first order
transfer coefficient values of eqs. (20-22) as obtained from preliminary matrix calculations.

b,c) The histograms of the transverse projections show that the distribution fall-offs are not
step-like : this is attributed to the convolution effect that arises from the looseness of the correlation

j - = -^- at the octupole (y,t stand for x,x' or z,z') [1]. The superimposed solid line is obtained from the

analytical formulation of the density g(y) (eq. 11) ; the looseness of the agreement in the horizontal
histogram comes from a slight horizontal-vertical coupling induced downstream the horizontal octupole
(the right-hand one fig. 4).
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g(y) ,at target

dNfy)

f(t0) ,at the object

dN(t0)

Fig. 9 - A scheme of y(t0) = XtQ + utg + vto ^ d the way the incoming p.d.f. f(to) projects into the
density g(y) at target. The fifth order distortion contributes to increasing the population in the depressed
regions next to the boundary peaks, which tends to smooth the distribution.
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Fig. 10 - For comparison with the theoretical representations of figs. 5 and 9 : a plot of the statistical
positions z(z'o) at target, given a two-dimensional random gaussian starting r.v. (zo, z'o), distributed as

schemed in fig. 6, except for ^ = 24 10~7 m.rad (instead of 6 10"7, in order to provide better evidence

of the fifth order folding). The solid lines are in fact dense sets of dots representing those particles that
leave the object with zo = ± azo; these sets obey eq. (24) and clearly show that the z'o-spreading of the
plot is correlated to the non-zero Zo distribution.
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Fig. 11 - Histogram dN(z) = g(z)dz of the transverse projection of the footprint at target.

Solid line : octupole and dodecapole (B5 = 1.02 T).

Dashed line : octupole alone (B3 = 0.6 T ; see fig. 8).
The effects of the additive dodecapole component are as expected : a slight drift of zM towards beyond
0.377 m (in agreement with the theoretical curve of fig. 5), and a damping of the boundary peaks.
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